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Abstract—This paper describes a low complexity multi-rate synchronizer that makes use of a polyphase filter bank to simultaneously perform matched-filtering and arbitrary interpolation for symbol timing synchronization in a sampled-data receiver. Arbitrary Interpolation between available sample points is achieved by selecting the appropriate filter in the bank having the polyphase partitioned matched filter, which provides the optimal sampling time. Two different structures are considered which are modified to perform combined arbitrary resampling. The computational complexity is analyzed to have the resource optimal solution. Simulation results are analyzed and their resource utilization for Virtex-5 FPGA implementation is presented.

I. INTRODUCTION

Software Defined Radios (SDR) are highly configurable hardware platforms that provide the technology for realizing the rapidly expanding future generation of digital wireless communication infrastructure. Many sophisticated signal processing tasks are performed in a SDR, including advanced compression algorithms, power control, channel estimation, equalization, forward error control and protocol management. In recent years, the FPGA technology has undergone revolutionary changes which has enabled implementation of SDR systems ever further. The gate densities and clock speeds of recent FPGA generations provide the communication system architect with a highly configurable logic fabric that can be used for realizing sophisticated real-time signal processing functions [1]. Amongst the more complex tasks performed in a high data rate wireless system is synchronization. A large amount of time is spent executing this task, and normally significant amount of hardware and software in a SDR is dedicated to synchronization [2]. Physical layer synchronization of symbol timing is required when samples of the received signal are misaligned with the data symbols generated by the transmitter. Synchronization can be done by the use of polyphase filter banks which allow greater flexibility and efficiency in the receiver by computing only those multiplications necessary for matched filtering while simultaneously interpolating to achieve a sample point sufficiently close to the optimum [3].

The development of the polyphase filterbank and its application to perform the interpolations required for symbol timing synchronization is presented in [4]. The authors of [3] extended the work presented in [4] by adding an additional control loop for carrier synchronization after matched filtering. In our work we combine the polyphase structures for performing the arbitrary interpolation and the matched filtering to have a single structure for symbol timing synchronization.

II. SYMBOL TIMING RECOVERY

There exist two standard DSP approaches to obtain timing recovery in modern QAM receivers [5]. The first approach uses a polyphase interpolator to calculate the samples at the desired locations from the offset samples provided by the free running ADC. These position corrected samples are processed in the receiver matched filter whose output, through a detector, forms a timing error signal to guide the interpolating filter re-sampling process [5]. The second approach folds the interpolation process into a polyphase matched filter. The separate paths of this polyphase filter represent a collection of filters matched to different time offsets between input sample positions and the output sample peak correlation value position. The timing recovery process simply has to determine which filter that matches the unknown time offset between input and output samples. Either process uses a phase locked loop (PLL) to direct the pointer to the appropriate phase leg of the polyphase filter [5].

Figure 1 presents the structure of the two timing recovery schemes based on the Maximum Likelihood (ML) error term formed from two matched filters. Fig. 1a shows the control of the polyphase interpolator while the Fig. 1b shows the...
control of the matched filters. The loop in Fig. 1a exhibits a larger transport delay through the cascade of two filters than does the loop in Fig. 1b through the delay of a single filter. Due to the additional delay, the polyphase interpolating filter must have a slower (or lower bandwidth) loop filter than does the polyphase matched filter [5].

III. SYSTEM DESIGN

As a case study we will now investigate an SDR-based design of a BGAN (Broadband Global Area Network) satellite receiver as shown in Figure 2. The ADC data sampled at 57.85 MHz is down-sampled to 723.125 kHz by a cascaded structure of 16:1 and 5:1 re-samplers. It is further required to match the received signal with the transmitted pulse shape using matched filtering along with the timing recovery, thus delivering the output at 151.2 k-symbols/sec. Now the two different approaches for timing recovery, mentioned earlier are employed and compared in order to achieve an optimal solution, in terms of computational complexity.

In the first approach having separate interpolation and match filter, the timing error signal guides the interpolation filter re-sampling operation to achieve the timing synchronization. According to the system requirements, a sample rate of 723.125 kHz is converted to 151.2 kHz. The rate conversion factor is M (number of polyphase partitions or phases) times 723.125/151.2 = 4.782, which therefore requires an arbitrary interpolator. The structural diagram for the first approach i.e., separate polyphase interpolating filter as shown in Figure 1a, replaced with arbitrary interpolator is illustrated in Figure 3.

Figure 3 shows a cascaded structure of arbitrary re-sampler [6] and matched filter. Arbitrary re-sampler is based on linear interpolation to a position between available output points in an M-path interpolator. Interpolation is achieved by polyphase lowpass filter, and the polyphase derivative filter is used for local slope correction. The polyphase lowpass and the polyphase derivative filters’ coefficient pointer is addressed by the integer part of the phase accumulator. The phase accumulator is a modulo-M (number of polyphase partitions or phases) addition of the fractional offset factor \( d_{acc} \) and the error signal \( error_{slo} \) generated by the loop filter. The fractional part of the phase accumulator is multiplied with the derivative filter’s output and added to the lowpass filter’s output for the slope correction.

In this case, the matched filter operates at twice the symbol rate i.e., \( 2 \times 151.2 \text{ kHz} = 302.4 \text{ kHz} \), but the loop filter still operates at 1 sample per symbol. So the required fractional offset factor \( d_{acc} \) for the arbitrary re-sampler comes out to be \( M \times 723.125/(2 \times 151.2) = M \times 2.39 \). The polyphase interpolator filter is designed at upsampled frequency \( 16 \times 723.125 \text{ kHz} \) (having 16 phases or sub-filters) with transition band of 100-200 kHz and 60 dB side lobe attenuation. The resulting 320 coefficients are partitioned into \( M=16 \) polyphase sub-filters (phases) each having 20 coefficients. The fractional offset factor \( d_{acc} \) then becomes 38.26. The matched filter is designed with a roll-off factor of 0.25, filter length of \( \pm 4 \) symbols, and operating at 2 samples per symbol, which results in 33 coefficients.

A computational complexity analysis is required and in this work we define the complexity in terms of multiplications per second, similar to the definition applied in [7]:

\[
R_m = N \times f_s
\]

\( R_m \) is multiplications/sec, \( N \) is the number of non-zero coefficients, and \( f_s \) is the input sampling frequency. In multirate filters, \( R_m \) can be reduced by a sampling rate conversion factor. For polyphase decimator:

\[
R_{m_{DEC}} = (N \times f_{so})/M
\]

\[
R_{m_{DEC}} = N \times f_{so}
\]
where \( f_{si}/M = f_{so} \), \( f_{si} \) is sample rate at input, and \( f_{so} \) is sample rate at output of a polyphase filter.

For polyphase interpolator:

\[
R_{m\text{INT}} = (N \times f_{so})/L \\
R_{m\text{INT}} = N \times f_{si}
\]

\[
(\text{where } f_{so}/L = f_{si})
\]

The computational complexity for the arbitrary resampler and the matched filter turns out to be \( 2 \times (96.77) \times 10^{6} \) and \( 2 \times (9.98) \times 10^{6} \) multiplications per second (M-Mult/sec), respectively. The factor 2 accounts for the complex operations.

In the second approach, the interpolation process is folded into the polyphase matched filter which is realized by filter bank index selection, and therefore the separate interpolating filter following the matched filter is not required. Different loop control structures for this kind of design are possible. An M-stage polyphase filter bank with input data sampled at approximately \( N \) samples/symbol can be used in a loop that operates at (a) \( MN \) samples/symbol, (b) \( N \) samples/symbol, or (c) 1 sample/symbol [4]. It has been investigated from simulations that these loop architectures work only if the input data rate is some integer multiple of the desired output data rate, but not for the case involving arbitrary re-sampling operation. So it requires some modifications to embed the arbitrary re-sampling process.

In order to have the arbitrary re-sampling process embedded in the combined interpolation and match filtering operation, the cascaded approach presented in Figure 3 is modified by the following steps and the modified design is presented in Figure 4.

1) Replace the arbitrary polyphase interpolator low-pass (and polyphase derivative) filters with polyphase matched (and polyphase derivative matched) filters.

2) Discard the previous matched and derivative matched filters.

3) Reconnect the timing error and loop blocks to the polyphase matched and the polyphase derivative matched filters as they were connected before to the matched and derivative matched filters.

To our knowledge, this modified design has not been published previously, and therefore we consider the concept as a new and innovative idea. The matched filter is designed with the following specifications; roll-off factor of 0.25 with filter length of \( \pm 4 \) symbols, and the loop operates at 1 sample per symbol, which results in 624 coefficients. Upsample \( L \) and downsample \( M \) factors are 16 and 76.52, respectively. The corresponding computational complexity becomes \( 2 \times (94.35) \) M-Mult/sec. Based on the complexity analysis for the two designs (interpolating filter design and the modified polyphase matched filter design) as shown in Table I, it can be concluded that our modified polyphase matched filter design leads to a reduced computational complexity by more than 10%. Besides that in the first design, loop exhibits a larger transport delay through the cascade of two filters than does the modified design’s loop through the delay of a single filter.

![Figure 4. Combined structure of arbitrary re-sampler and matched filter with ML control of polyphase matched filter.](image)

### IV. Simulations

Closed-loop simulations are performed for the modified polyphase matched filter design in order to demonstrate the features of polyphase filter bank for performing combined arbitrary interpolation and matched filtering for timing synchronization. It uses ML timing error detector which can be easily incorporated into the polyphase filter bank [4]. Simulated input test signal for the BGAN receiver is a 4-QAM signal having one desired channel with no noise and interference. The matched filter is designed at an up-sampled frequency of \( 32 \times 723.125 \) kHz (having 32 phases or subfilters) with a roll-off factor of 0.25 and filter length of \( \pm 4 \) symbols. The resulting 1248 coefficients are partitioned into \( M=32 \) polyphase sub-filters (phases) each having 39 coefficients. The fractional offset factor \( d_{\text{acc}} \) becomes 153,042. The proportional \( K_{p} \) and integral \( K_{i} \) gain values are set to 1.6617 and 0.0033 respectively. Data samples at 1 sample/symbol are processed by the polyphase matched filter and the polyphase derivative matched filter banks. The product of the two filterbank outputs form the timing error which is updated once per symbol. The timing error signal is filtered by a proportional-plus-integrator loop filter which is required for a second-order loop to track out the symbol clock frequency offset [8]. The loop filter output together with fractional offset is used to control the increment in the modulo-32 counter (NCO) which becomes constant when the loop has achieved lock.

Figure 5 shows the simulation results as eye and constellation diagrams, both plotted for 30 to 4000 and 3000 to 4000 symbols. It is seen that the loop filter converges the signal to...
the desired constellation. Figure 6 demonstrates the loop filter response and the incrementation of the timing accumulator. The loop filter’s response converges and the NCO control (timing accumulator) settles to a constant steady-state value (153 in this case).

Fig. 5. Eye and Constellation diagram for 30 to 4000 and 3000 to 4000 symbols. The plots for 30 to 4000 symbols give a messy picture due to non-aligned symbols before the synchronization has achieved.

Fig. 6. Loop filter output and timing increment of Accumulator

V. FPGA IMPLEMENTATION

The design is implemented on a Virtex5-vxs50ff1136-3 FPGA. Block RAMs are used for storing filter coefficients and DPRAM (Dual Port RAM) is used for loading of the input data samples as a delayed line required for filtering operation. The device utilization summary is tabulated in Table II. The design can operate at a maximum frequency of 380.625 MHz.

VI. CONCLUSIONS

In this paper a combined matched filter and arbitrary interpolator for symbol timing synchronization in SDR receivers was presented. Two different structures were considered for this task, which were next applied for SDR implementation of a BGAN satellite receiver. A structure with ML control of polyphase matched filter was modified to embed arbitrary interpolation, which in terms of computational complexity is more efficient than the cascaded structure of arbitrary interpolator and matched filter. We find a 10% reduction. Simulations for the modified structure with the loop operating at 1 sample/symbol were presented to illustrate the response of loop filter and timing accumulator. The loop filter’s convergence and constant timing accumulator reliably indicate the achievement of symbol timing synchronization. The structure was finally implemented on a Virtex-5 FPGA having device utilization of 1% and maximum operating clock speed of 380MHz.
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